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sky jack pedestal system
Our 37 years in the roofing industry led us to design the simplest
installing pedestal on the market ensuring a gorgeous patio

Innovative
Removeable spacer tabs don’t break off
like other pedestals, ensuring perfect paver
spacing throughout the project.

Smooth sliding, self-leveling head
automatically accomodates up
to 7% slope making ramps and
slopes seamless.

Uniquely
designed to
ensure a
perfect patio
every time

Wide pedestal head with several holes
to adjust removable spacer tabs to any
material, including concrete or
porcelain pavers and decking.

Screw ring with easy grip handles
for rapid height regulation for a
perfectly level patio every time.

Value
Engineered

Exceeds spec
requirements
without
exceeding the
budget

Wide base for stabilization. Flat sides
allow them to be installed close to
walls to support narrow cut pavers.
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skyjack specs & pedestal options
The skyjack adjustable pedestal system by skydeck usa meets
architectural specifications for all pedestal projects below market pricing

Type of
Pedestal

Central max
load

Height
from

to

AP00 - AP02

.3"

2.75”

up to 2150 lbs

AP03 or AP04

2.75”

8.5”

up to 2350 lbs

AP04 + up to
4 extenders

8.5”

24”

up to 2350 lbs

Load Capacity*skydeck usa pedestals are
resistant to a load pressure of no less than
2150lbs, exerted over the entire surface,
regardless of the height and the adjustment
of the pedestal (within permissable range).

Hot and Cold
Temperature
Resistant from
-12˚ to 212˚F

Self Leveling for Slopes
SkyWalk Paver Tile

skydeck usa is a
green company, using
earth friendly
recyclable materials

Self Leveling Head
Height Regulating Handle
wide, stable base
0-7% slope

4”

Size Options for Every Project Need

*Multiple 4" skydeck extender sleeves can be added to
achieve heights up to 4 feet
**Compatible with any decking or paver

1.75” - 2.75”

2.75” - 4.75”

6.5”
SD01

6.5”
SD02

6.5”
SD03

8.5” - 12”

4”

4”

4.75” - 8.5”

4”

4”

6.5”

6.5”

SD04

SD04 + SD-DS
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Easy Installation Procedure
skyjack adjustable pedestal system
Pedestal Assembly:

SD Pedestal Tips:

• Shims can be used to
correct small height
changes in the pavers
or decking

**When using
optional self leveling head, click two
optional
parts together
self leveling
head

#1
click

snap spacers
onto optional
self leveling head
spacer tabs

OR

• To estimate the number of pedestals needed for a job, multiply
the total # of pavers
needed by .3. Be
sure to calculate extra
for unique designs
and circumstances.
• Tabs can be twisted
or placed in different
holes for use with
decking supports as
shown below.

snap spacers onto
pedestal head

pedestal head

height regulator

twist

#2

Twist easy grip handles
to attain desired
pedestal height

twist

4” height extender

*Optional:
Add 4” spacer(s)
for achieving
heights over 8”

#3
Slide onto base
base

• A laser level is the
fastest way to ensure a perfectly level
patio surface
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